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A FEW REMARKS ON THE METHODOLOGY OF THE HISTORY OF 

SAFETY RESEARCH 
 

KILKA UWAG O METODOLOGII BADAŃ HISTORII 

BEZPIECZEŃSTWA 
 

 

Abstract 

In this article, the author discusses the unanswered subject of the methodology of re-

searching the history of safety. The starting point of his deliberations is the presentation 

of safety issues, the subject of safety history and discussion of the directions and methods 

of history research indicated in the literature. Next, the author justifies the necessity to 

start work on the methodology of safety history, then indicates the emergence of separate 

safety subdisciplines such as: safety philosophy, sociology of safety, safety psychology, 

safety culture. The natural consequence of this development of science, which is safety, 

should be the introduction of a safety history. An additional argument is the conduct of a 

subject in this field at Polish universities. In the further part of the article periodical 

patterns of history are presented. It is intended as a starting point for conducting safety 

history research. Finally, the author analyses the possibilities of the research. 

Keywords: methodology of history, safety, civilization 

Streszczenie 

W niniejszym artykule autor porusza nie zbadaną tematykę metodologii badań historii 

bezpieczeństwa. Punktem wyjścia jego rozważań jest przedstawienie problematyki 

bezpieczeństwa, przedmiotu historia bezpieczeństwa oraz omówienie wskazywanych w 

literaturze kierunków i metod badań historii. Następnie uzasadnia konieczność 

rozpoczęcia prac nad metodologią historii bezpieczeństwa. Wskazuje następnie 

powstanie osobnych subdyscyplin bezpieczeństwa takich jak: filozofia bezpieczeństwa, 

socjologia bezpieczeństwa, psychologia bezpieczeństwa, kultura bezpieczeństwa. 

Naturalnym następstwem tego rozwoju nauki jakim jest bezpieczeństwo powinno być 

wprowadzenie historii bezpieczeństwa. Dodatkowym argumentem jest prowadzenie na 

polskich uczelniach przedmiotu z tego zakresu. W dalszej części artykułu przedstawiono 

wzory periodyzacji dziejów. Ma ona stanowić punkt wyjścia do prowadzenia badań 

historii bezpieczeństwa. Na koniec autor dokonuje analizy możliwości sposobu jej badań. 

Słowa kluczowe: metodologia historii, bezpieczeństwo, cywilizacja 
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Statement of the problem in general outlook and its connection with important 
scientific and practical tasks. 
 

Safety issues have such a long history as 

long is the history of mankind. Therefore, 

contrary to the widely preached opinion, it 

is not an indifferent thing for an educated 

person. The present and the conditions and 

threats that occur cannot be understood eas-

ily. This is very important because, not only 

present but also old knowledge allows us to 

understand social phenomena that are diffi-

cult to interpret, even today. From the very 

beginning, man has faced natural and spir-

itual threats and existential problems (S. 

Koziej, 2010, p.19). 

Safety issues before were not always artic-

ulated. Views on threats and, hence, on 

safety were raised sporadically, on philo-

sophical, ethical and systemic considera-

tions as well as in military and legal consid-

erations. Since the dawn of time, man has 

pursued his important and less important in-

terests.
 

Scheme 1. Subject-object model of thinking about safety.  
 

 
Source: M. Cieślarczyk, Teoretyczne i metodologiczne podstawy problemów bezpieczeństwa i obronności 

państwa, Siedlce 2009, p. 147  
 

Analysis of latest research where the solution of the problem was initiated 
 

Safety is a state obtained because of 

properly organized defense and protection 

against threats, mainly using forces and re-

sources from various fields related to hu-

man activity. Which embrace a variety of 

measures that guarantee a lasting, non-dis-

ruptive existence and national develop-

ment, including the protection of goods and 

the environment against dangers. 

This makes it possible to adopt a subject-

subjective model of safety considerations in 
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this study (M. Cieślarczyk, 2009, p. 7). It 

results from the basic methodological as-

sumption that man is the culprit of all posi-

tive and negative changes. Safety, in com-

bination with the dynamics of history, uses 

a specific environment, consisting of many 

elements, including such as; nature, society 

and culture (in the clear majority of thought 

and creation of generational activity. 

 

Scheme 2. Contemporary safety environments  

 
Source: M. Cieślarczyk, Teoretyczne i metodologiczne, p. 75; 

 

Today, thanks to the knowledge we have, 

we can trace the most important stages of 

the evolution of Hominidae (primitive 

man). The history of people goes back to 

the moment of separation of the lines of de-

velopment of the first humans from our 

closest ancestors - apes. A special role in 

explaining the processes of evolution was 

played by the British scholar-naturalist 

Charles Darwin. Contemporary research on 

the history of safety can be found in the his-

tory of civilization, history of technology 

and industry, economic and political his-

tory, history of economic thought, history 

of military and defense, history of police, 

history of medicine, fire service history and 

many others. The issue of safety is located 

on the borderline of these historical subdi-

visions and is a research area that allows the 

derivation of many cognitive statements, 

conclusions, and generalizations. 

All this makes it possible to prepare a study 

which can become a basic one for students 

of safety. It seems that it should, after the 

theoretical part, include: presentation of 

safety from the agrarian ages, industrial and 

IT safety.  

In a methodological study Benon Miśkie-

wicz (B. Miśkiewicz, 1985, p.112), devel-

oping historical research, presented a 

scheme entitled "Directions of historical 

science and its special disciplines". How-

ever, among the specialized disciplines 

there is no safety history. Perhaps this is 
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due to the time in which the work was cre-

ated (in the mid-twentieth century), when 

this direction was still very little recog-

nized. Similarly, the history of safety was 

treated by Edward Alfred Mierzwa in his 

work on methodology, where while pre-

senting specialist trends in history, he does 

not mention anything about it (Mierzwa E. 

A., 1997, pp. 58-59). The reason for this 

could only be one, safety science was not 

recognized as independent science, among 

Polish sciences, that time. As the latest pub-

lications in the area of safety indicate, there 

are still new sub-disciplines such as: safety 

philosophy, sociology of safety, safety psy-

chology, safety culture, etc., while publica-

tions in the field of safety history are still 

missing. Therefore, it seems necessary to 

undertake research and gather information 

on the history of safety. It is not an attempt 

to create "new entities", but simply a nor-

mal didactic and research need. This is in-

tended to result in the preparation of mate-

rials (textbook) for academic teachers and 

students. 

The constant development of historical sci-

ences is accompanied by the emergence of 

research directions, called specialist disci-

plines. Among them, the safety history is 

becoming more and more clearly defined, 

but presented only as a subdiscipline with 

specific considerations over a problem (e.g. 

internal, external, ecological safety). Very 

interesting in this respect are the considera-

tions of Professor J. Jaron, who in his re-

search devoted much attention to inven-

tions and works of "homo sapiens" from the 

Paleolithic to the Greek-Roman antiquity 

(J. Jaroń, 2010, p. 13-29). An example may 

also be the works of R. Rosa (considered to 

be the Polish precursor to research on the 

philosophy of safety), which include histor-

ical considerations based on the philosoph-

ical point of view (R. Rosa, 1995). Simi-

larly, in his work on the methodology of re-

searching safety, security and defense prob-

lems, M. Cieślarczyk presents only a se-

lected view of philosophers from antiquity 

to the present day (M. Cieślarczyk, 2009, p. 

12-16). 
 

Aims of paper. Methods 
 

The justification for the need to under-

take safety history research 
Following the history of humanity, it can be 

concluded that safety was a problem of hu-

man considerations from the earliest times. 

Mainly philosophers were involved in it, 

although politicians, rulers and military 

men did not avoid it, but they were mainly 

interested in military and defense problems. 

Therefore, around the middle of the 20th 

century, the political and defense dimen-

sion of safety dominated (M. Cieślarczyk, 

2009, p. 7) 

Concepts such as security and defense re-

semble today, in the opinion of M. Cieślar-

czyk, "a tight coat". In the light of contem-

porary challenges, they are too narrow and 

insufficient (M. Cieślarczyk, 2009, p. 7). 

This was particularly evident after Septem-

ber 11, 2001. (B. Balcerowicz, 2002, p. 

188. J. Barcik, 2004, p.11) It seems that the 

term is currently used in a way that is not 

always adequate to the needs of the 21st 

century. That is why everyone who is re-

sponsible for the security of citizens, for 

their defense, for health and ecology and 

many other elements of the present are in-

terested in the issue of safety.  

Safety problems are found today mainly in 

the sphere of interest of the scientific-di-

dactic circles from military circles, employ-

ees and graduates of the National Defense 

Academy as well as former professional 

soldiers - academic teachers. This group 

also includes officers of the State Police fire 

brigade, health care workers and employees 
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of many other state services. This does not 

mean that only safety research is carried out 

there. The safety category was reflected in 

the formal record of Polish science. In-

creasing systematically interest in these is-

sues confirm the growing number of safety 

studies at many universities (internal secu-

rity, national security, security engineering, 

etc.). Statistics show that there is up to ten 

candidates for one place, who want to major 

in safety (M. Cieślarczyk, 2009, p. 8). 

The implementation of studies on the field 

of safety requires the development of ap-

propriate scientific programs. One of the 

subjects included in them is "the history of 

security or the history of security and de-

fense". This creates a significant problem 

because there is currently no research on 

these fields. Because of that, defense-re-

lated issues are often included in these con-

tents.  

The presented safety environment seems to 

be too poor to be included in historical re-

search. Janusz Świniarski, treating safety as 

a natural good (J. Świniarski, 1997, p. 55) 

and analyzing its conditions, described four 

of its pillars. They are stabilization, institu-

tionalization, stimulation, and dynamiza-

tion.

 

Scheme 3. Safety environment in historical perspective. 

 
  Source: own study 

 

Proposed historical approach to the safety 

environment, first, is about stabilizing so-

cial relations, by agreeing or imposing spe-

cific solutions, and second by institutional-

izing social relations as a result of contracts, 

privileges, rights, institutions and organiza-

tions, and thirdly stimulating social rela-

tions through military actions, diplomatic, 

economic, cultural and ideological ex-

change, and fourthly, the dynamization of 

mutual relations and their improvement (J. 

Świniarski, 1997, p. 170-185). 

The safety environment understood in this 

way allows its fuller, historical assessment. 

Therefore, the construction of interrelated 

and complementary factors was created. 
 

civiliz

ation knowledge 
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Exposition of main material of research with complete substantiation of ob-
tained scientific results. Discussion.  
 

Periodization of safety history 
The presented research environment allows 

to delineate the area of empirical activity. 

Guided by the specialist criterion (safety), 

the research should cover the period from 

the division of the human development 

lines with the primate development line, 

and more precisely from the moment of 

domination of human characteristics over 

animal traits and the existence of the man-

kind in groups (first communities). During 

this time, man has evolved from the pre-

civilization era, through agrarian (pre-in-

dustrial) and technical (industrial) civiliza-

tion to the time of universal computer sci-

ence (post-industrial). It made it possible to 

determine the subject of research, the evo-

lution of the safety environment in the dy-

namics of history. As a result, it allowed the 

use (along with the general historical ones) 

of specialized research methods, adapted to 

the properties of the discussed subject and 

the nature of its sources.  

Periodization is the division of the histori-

cal process into smaller sections. It is car-

ried out in order to identify and define the 

most important stages in the history of man-

kind and to indicate the main turning points 

in historical processes. Periodization is ap-

plied in all areas of social life. The task of 

history is to develop a universal periodiza-

tion that would be used in the study of the 

history of societies, which would form the 

basis of periodicity in other scientific fields 

(B. Miśkiewicz, 1985, p. 258-226). 

When developing the division of human be-

ings' history into periods that we call eras, 

we must determine "the first year". From it 

a calendar system was established, and var-

ious forms of periodization were devel-

oped.  

The best known eras: 

   - Jewish - from the creation of the world 

(3760 BC); 

   - Byzantine - since the creation of the 

world (5508 BC); 

   - Greek - from the first Olympiad (776 

BC); 

   - Roman - since the foundation of Rome 

(753 BC);  

   - Dionysian, or Christianity - divides his-

tory into periods before and after the birth 

of Christ, in the Latin version the "old era" 

and "new era". With the development of 

Christianity, it became popular in European 

civilization circles from the 6th century and 

it has become the basis used for historical 

periodization to this day; 

   - Mohammedan - from the escapes of Mo-

hammed from Mecca to Medina in 622 AD 

(J. Szpak, 1997, p. 30); 

The problems of periodization in the study 

of history are very complicated, especially 

in Polish science. The basic studies (until 

recently) of Jerzy Topolski, Benon Miśkie-

wicz, Antoni Świerzyński or Wanda 

Moszczyńska, became obsolete in the nine-

ties (Maciej Szczurowski, 2000, p. 19). An 

example is Benon Miśkiewicz, who in the 

study "Introduction to historical research" 

proposed the periodization: the primitive 

community, the age of slavery, the era of 

feudalism. the era of capitalism and the era 

of socialism. It is fully modeled on the pe-

riodization of Karl Marx's history and the 

speeches of Soviet historians. He also pro-

posed traditional periodization (practical 

periodization), expanding it to the latest 

epoch (B. Miśkiewicz, 1985, p. 258). 

Practical periodization (traditional) 

    t was proposed in the 17th century by 

Professor Christopher Keller from the Uni-

versity of Halle. He divided the history into 

three epochs: 
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    - ancient (until joining the throne by Con-

stantine the Great in 306); 

    - medieval (until the fall of Constantino-

ple in 1453); 

    - modern (after the fall of Constantino-

ple).         

This periodization was adopted by the 

scholarly community. However, for many 

years it was refined and supplemented. Cur-

rently, it presents itself as follows: 

    - antiquity - from the dawn of history un-

til the fall of the Roman Empire in 476; 

    - Middle Ages - from 476 to 1453 (the 

fall of Constantinople), by many it was con-

sidered that until 1492 (the discovery of 

America); 

   - modern times - from the end of the 15th 

century until the outbreak of the First 

World War in 1914, and actually until the 

outbreak of the Second World War in 1939; 

   - the newest time, by some scientists are 

considered the years after 1914 (beginning 

of World War I), by others from 1939 to the 

end of the 20th century (B. Miśkiewicz, 

1985, p. 258). On the other hand, B. 

Miśkiewicz believes that from the Bolshe-

vik revolution in Russia in 1917 (J. Szpak, 

1997, p. 32).  

Marxist Periodization.   
In 1859, the German economist Karl Marx 

in A reason to criticize political economy, 

acknowledging that "the driving force of 

history has become the development of la-

bor tools" and that social revolutions have 

decided to move from one formation to an-

other, more developed and progressive; 

based on this and the dominance of man in 

specific production methods, he distin-

guished five so-called socio-economic for-

mation: 

    - primary community; 

    - slavery; 

    - feudalism; 

    - capitalism; 

    - socialism. 

   Marxist periodization is used by a wide 

group of historians, mainly economic ones. 

However, it has several points of contention 

such as: specific chronological breaks, e.g. 

the genesis of capitalism and assumptions 

of the theory of social and economic devel-

opment.   

.  Walt Rostow’s periodization of the devel-

opment stages of and the division of his-

tory according to Andre Piettre 
While analyzing the problems of safety 

throughout history, attention should be paid 

to the Walt Rostow's periodization of de-

velopment stages and the division of human 

history by Andre Piettre. 

Walt Rostow proposed in 1960 five stages 

of transition from traditional society to 

modern society: 

 Traditional society. It was characterized 

mainly by employment in agriculture, 

low labor productivity, power in the 

hands of landowners - feudalism; 

 Transition society. During this period, 

the foundations for economic growth 

were created, there were changes in the 

production technique and in political 

systems - the period of transition from 

feudalism to capitalism; 

 Economic start - (Europe of the XVI-

XVIII centuries) factors triggering rapid 

economic development (e.g. technical 

revolution) and socio-political (e.g. the 

French Revolution, the founding of the 

United States of America); 

 Maturity society - an economy based on 

technical and material basis, it is able to 

create almost everything; 

 The society of mass consumption - 

economy as a result of obtaining all pos-

sibilities of producing everything is able 

to secure all social needs.  

In 1967, Andre Piettre proposed the divi-

sion of human history into three phases: 

1. Traditional epoch (until the end of the 

17th century); 
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2. The epoch of freedom (17th - 19th cen-

turies); 

3. The epoch of statism and technology 

(20th century). 

Research procedure of the history of 

safety 
It is unquestionable that the process of pro-

gress, launched thousands of years ago, has 

become a permanent element of develop-

ment that cannot be stopped. Its influence 

on the reality that surrounds us is not al-

ways desirable. In addition to the benefit it 

can bring some risks. The need to educate 

people who understand the essence of the 

dangers provided by modern civilization is 

of the highest importance. The man must 

see values that will not allow modern, dy-

namic progress to turn against people. It 

seems that knowledge about these threats 

should be sought in the history of safety. 

Methods of research, determining the area 

and subject of investigation, become very 

important. It should also be stated that the 

methodology of sciences in the pragmatic 

aspect is learning the methods of science 

activity and the research procedures applied 

in it (W. Pokruszyński, Współczesny 

narodowego, Józefów 2009, p. 128).  

When undertaking research on safety his-

tory, it is necessary to carefully analyze all 

the remnants of activities of entire commu-

nities as well as of individual people. This 

is especially true of those environments and 

individuals who were responsible for secur-

ing entire populations and their output. 

These activities should also consider the 

fact that safety as a social phenomenon is 

interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary. In 

the criteria that distinguish the disciplines 

of knowledge, there are problems of a me-

thodical and practical nature (M. Cieślar-

czyk, 2009., p.194). 

The concept of methodology is the easiest 

way to explain based on the Greek lan-

guage, which states that it is following the 

road. In other words, the methodology is 

the science of methods of scientific re-

search, effective ways of investigating their 

cognitive values (W. Pokruszyński, 2009, 

p.128). This definition has its semantic and 

cognitive value. Another definition extends 

to the problem of methodology. According 

to which, it is a science about methods of 

scientific research, effective methods of in-

vestigating their cognitive values. Method-

ology deals with epistemological issues re-

lated to the development of a specific sci-

ence (Popularna Encyklopedia 

Powszechna, Kraków 1995, p.195))  

It seems that these studies should refer to 

experience in the methodology of military 

history. The methodology of historical and 

military research results from the general 

principles and rules of conduct of historical 

sciences. In its research, it has methods and 

methodological assumptions that every re-

searcher in the history of safety should sup-

port (B. Miśkiewicz, 1985, p. 114). As a re-

sult, this can reveal all stages of the devel-

opment of the safety sphere throughout his-

tory. The whole research procedure of a 

military historian results from the research 

assumptions of history. This will allow us 

to state that the methodology and method-

ology of studying the history of safety 

comes from historical science.  

Therefore, to understand exactly the con-

cept of methodology and components of the 

full process of the researcher one should 

understand the concepts: science, 

knowledge and method (W. Pokruszyński, 

2009, p.129, T. Kotarbiński, 1973, p.86).  

Due to the many similarities of historical 

and military research with the study of the 

history of safety, it is possible to use the re-

search apparatus of the first one. Therefore, 

the research goals of the safety historian re-

sult from the general methodological and 

methodological assumptions of historical 
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sciences. The historian's basic research pro-

cedures include: philological, geographical, 

statistical, comparative, graphic, retrogres-

sive, and others (B. Miśkiewicz, 1993, p. 

225-238). Drawing from military proce-

dures, it seems that a historian dealing with 

safety problems should use the following 

methods: inductive, deductive and philo-

logical as well as geographical, statistical, 

comparative, graphic and retrographical 

(Miśkiewicz B., 1993, p. 114). The first 

three, however, seem to be the most im-

portant. Extensive knowledge beyond the 

source is necessary, knowledge of other 

facts that accompany the research process. 

It is a deductive method in which we use 

different premises resulting from the gen-

eral knowledge of history, using them to ex-

plain specific facts. The methodology of 

philology, one of the oldest historians in the 

work, can be perceived as a historical 

source in two ways. First, as a work on writ-

ten sources, and secondly as an indirect 

method of determining facts. This method, 

often also called lexical, is of particular im-

portance in the absence of a direct source 

that illuminates the facts. The inductive 

method is when the fact is determined on 

the basis of direct sources, i.e. the fact is 

confirmed by the source. The unambiguous 

definition of the notion of a historical 

source is now extremely difficult, and his-

torians-methodologists have been leading a 

fierce controversy over the past many 

years. (E. A. Mierzwa, 1997, p. 168). It 

should be remembered that other methods 

not described in the work may also prove to 

be invaluable in the process of tracking (re-

searching) the history of safety.

 

Conclusions.  
 

Summing up, it should be concluded that 

the history of safety, dealing with the his-

tory of the development of safety phenom-

ena, means and methods to ensure them and 

the development of these means, skills of 

their production and use, is a new subdivi-

sion of history. As every science, it has its 

own subject and methods of research, its 

methodology is closely related to the gen-

eral methodology of scientific work. How-

ever, due to the large "detail" in cognitive 

processes, it is forced to focus on feedback, 

which on the one hand occurs between it 

and political, economic, civilizational and 

technical as well as social relations, and on 

the other hand with the development of 

knowledge and science. It should be em-

phasized once again that sources are a very 

important problem (as in any science). Un-

fortunately, those relating to the history of 

safety have not yet received extensive char-

acteristics. In residual fragments, you can 

find them in many works. However, as al-

ready mentioned before, these materials are 

very dispersed, which results from many 

other scientific interests of the authors pre-

sented. It is very urgent, therefore, to fill 

this gap in Polish historiography. While us-

ing the methodology of historiographic and 

military research, economic history and 

technology, the sources for studying the 

history of safety can be distinguished: 

• the results of human activities that are 

intended to learn and test historical facts 

in the field of safety; 

• thoughts and actions left by old genera-

tions; 

• fixed and preserved thoughts, actions 

and broadly speaking, traces of human 

life and its threats;  

• all traces of existence or human activity 

in the past, in other words: all traces of 

historical facts, used to learn and to re-

construct the sphere of safety. 
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Taking into account these postulates, the 

history of safety connections with other sci-

ences become clear. It is also worth empha-

sizing that in the study of the safety history 

one should also base on auxiliary sciences, 

which can be most easily defined as studies 

that help the historian work on the sources. 
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